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End War on Earth 

Vista - To End War On Earth

Microsoft Vista suppressed the Electric Windmill Car for More Oil Money + killed all spin off inventions!

Bill Gates and his wife let 7 million Cops and Kids burn in gasoline for more Oil Money

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/ 

Happy Birthday Poem was in the windows below Paula the owner of MacDonald’s 

bookstore was a friend in 1975 and put the card printed in a wedding invitation 

format in the windows of her bookstore. In the years since 1975 I have see 

and talked to Paula several times, to say the least I impressed her with the 

invention of the electric windmill car in 1980, unfortunately Estes Park is the 

HQ for retired generals and full Bird Cols's who could not care who burned in 

fiery car wreck... the enemy or you and your kids on the highways of the 

USA. There will be a small Oil Genocide Trial in Estes just for the YMCA and 

retired Generals... Killing thousands of the enemy or 3 million in Vietnam left 

all the retired Generals in Estes Park callous like the 12 Roman Caesars... side 

effect from going into villages in Vietnam or Iraq and killing all the women and 

children because the men are out fighting the war. So typical behavior in 

war... Vietnam should have pictured the 3 million women and kids killed... now 

60k women and kids killed in Iraq and 7 million in the USA will burn in fiery car 

wrecks for more oil money to pay for the war in Iraq. All this in a 1984 

society were no observer cares if they are caught on video saying ... "let them 

burn in gasoline... we need the Texas Oil money...." everyone on MSNBC has 

said this! Clinton and his wife said this every day for 8 years.... Bush and Bush 

and both their wives said this every day for 8 years and now 7 million cops and 

kids have been burned and burned to death on the highways and roads of the 

USA so Texas Oil men can keep the money flowing.
Paula is 77 years old now I am 59 years old now looking back to 1975 and Paula, yes 
she was a fox and single.... and a book store geek... we could of ended war on 
Earth if we hooked up in 1975!
wow - the ones who got away... grin!
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Happy Birthday Poem was in the windows above, Paula the owner of MacDonald’s 

bookstore was a friend in 1975... five years before the invention of the 

electric windmill car in 1980. Since then 7 million cops and kids have burned 

and burned to death in gasoline for more oil money for Bush and Texas to bribe 

the YMCA, City Hall USA and even Police Chiefs and Generals to let their 

troops burn to death in gasoline.
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Officer Jason taunting Kennedy, McCain, Bush
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Officer Jason taunting Kennedy, McCain, Bush
Officer Jason will taunt the Observers in DC
Officer Jason and the other 7 million cops and kids burned in 
gasoline will pour gasoline on those who profited from 7 million 
burned in gasoline and set them on fire on CNN live to say the 
least.... they will do in their revenge!

One Billionth Electric Windmill Car in 2007
Coming off the Ford Assembly line

On John Lennon's 67th BDay
Moscow -- 2007 --- Oil Czar Putin is killing KGB spies who 

want his oil money!
KGB spies do not want to help Moscow cops who will be burned in 

gasoline KGB spy's Putin is killing want to spend the 
oil genocide money on themselves!
Another Genocide
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Another Genocide

The fiery tanker... burning in the flames in the black smoke 
you can see the small flames from the SUV. This will be 
cloned every day in 2006 sometimes twice a day for 365 days. 
Boss poem and poetry reading is based on those burning in 
the small flames of their SUV in this picture... while those in 
Colorado get $1 billion in bribes to go along with the 
suppression of the Electric Windmill Car.

9-11 Attack would never have happened if the Electric 
Windmill Car was not suppressed by the USA gov. since 
its invention in October 1980
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its invention in October 1980

9-11 Attack would never have happened if the Electric 
Windmill Car was not suppressed by the USA gov. since 

its invention in October 1980
Greg's End War on Earth web pages!!!

One Billionth Electric Windmill Car in 2007
One Billionth Electric Windmill Car in 2007

One Billionth Electric Windmill Car would be on the roads in 2006 

if... the worst human beings below were not psychotic mad men and 

women. Letting others kids burn in gasoline for more oil money.

Take along a gallon of water in your Electric Windmill car and you get Oxygen, and 

Hydrogen from free electrolysis.

Worst human beings of 2007... 

7 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for 

more oil money.

Another Genocide
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Another Genocide

Worst human beings of 2007 goes to...

And they will be burned alive in gasoline after they are 

convinced at the Oil Genocide Trials, I will certainly testify 

against all of them, and tens of thousands of cops and kids 

burned in gasoline will testify against them also!

Worst human beings of 2007...

7 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for 

more oil money.

Worst human beings of 2007 goes to...

YMCA men and women...

Red Cross men and women...

Swiss Bankers and their wives...

UN Secretary-General...

Bill Gates and his wife...

Jews and the Pope...

Laura Bush watched 469 people burn 

alive in gasoline same people you see 

her with in the video clips of her in 

Lagos school with the kids. Yet she 
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Lagos school with the kids. Yet she 

refused to expose the suppression of the 

Electric Windmill Car. 269 were 

burned alive on Christmas Day 2006 

and she watched this and said 

nothing... worst human beings on 

Earth are those protiting from Oil. 

While some others kids burn in 

gasoline.

Red Cross says 269 killed in Nigerian fuel blast.

Crowds of local residents went to scoop up gasoline in plastic containers after 

an armed gang punctured the underground pipeline overnight to siphon fuel into 

road tankers. 269 people were burned alive. 160 people were taken to two 

hospitals in Lagos suffering from burns.

A similar explosion at a vandalized pipeline in another part of Lagos in May 

killed about 200 people.

Despite huge exports of crude oil, Nigeria suffers regular shortages of petrol 

and diesel because it relies on imports of refined fuel from the West. 

President Olusegun Obasanjo has billions in Swiss bank accounts. Industry 

experts estimate that about five percent of Nigerian crude oil is stolen for 

export by criminal syndicates with contacts in the military and government.

But smaller-scale theft of gasoline and diesel is also common, and much more 

deadly because of the highly flammable nature of these fuels.
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deadly because of the highly flammable nature of these fuels.

Of all those behind the hidden cameras in this Orwellian Society who 

could have exposed the suppression of the electric windmill car 

invented in 1980 who didn't 

Leaders of the YMCA in Estes Park Colorado as the worst as they 
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Leaders of the YMCA in Estes Park Colorado as the worst as they 

aligned with Bush one week before 9-11 and if instead they would of 

exposed the suppression of the electric windmill car then the news of 

this would of cause the 9-11 attack the next week to be nonexistence, 

and the USA would never have attacked Iraq twice. The men and 

women of the YMCA should be burned alive in gasoline after they are 

convinced at the Oil Genocide Trials, I will certainly testify against 

all of them in Colorado.

Jews will lose the state of Israel for going along with 

the Oil Genocide that killed 6 million white cops in 

the USA, Moscow and around the world. Jews in 

2006 profited from the oil genoicde and the pay off 

is Swiss Bank Accounts and a suppressed Genocide 

by Jews for more oil money while someone elses kids 

and cops burn in gasoline.

Pope will lose Vatican City to those burned in 

gasoline... Vatican City will be a memorial to 

genocides that paid the Pope's billions in oil money 

to go along with let others burn and burn to death 

in gasoline for more oil money. 100's of burnt out 

cop cars will be nail to crosses on the roads and 

highways leading to Rome and the Vatican City.

Bill Gates and his wife killed hundreds of millions 
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Bill Gates and his wife killed hundreds of millions 

of inventors, and most were HS and University 

students.

2007 inventions

1. Prism light will replace ink cartilages.
2. Projectors will replace Sony 40" LCD TV/Monitors when projector manufacturers mass 
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2. Projectors will replace Sony 40" LCD TV/Monitors when projector manufacturers mass 

market them with LED bulbs instead of Projector Lamps.

3. Target you must have your receipt to get a refund and the 

Management will not take my idea to put all receipts on your credit 

card or Target Card... ie I also told Mark the top Manager to build a 

drive up window for Starbucks and the Pharmacy now Wall Greens is 

advertising 24 hour drive up windows for the Pharmacy and 

Starbucks.... and the Managers just get promoted again no matter 

how many suggestions they shoot down from the temps from 

Manpower or Seasonal Target people. So much for getting promoted 

for merit.... Merit does not exist in this Orwellian Society there are to 

many Observers... who are bullies... ha

4. 

5. 

2006 statistics

40k breast cancer --- 12k skin cancer ---- 6k pain 

pills --- 2k Iraq ---- 40k from alcohol poisoning.

One Billionth Electric Windmill Car would have 

come off the Ford assembly line on Lennon's 66th 

BDay in 2006 if Yoke would have exposed the 

suppression of the Electric Windmill Car invented by 

me in Oct of 1980... observed on hidden cameras by 

Observers!

Officer Jason will hang Kennedy, McCain, Bush

Officer Jason will taunt Kennedy, 

McCain, Bush                  
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Officer Jason will hang Kennedy, McCain, Bush

Officer Jason will taunt Kennedy, McCain, Bush
www.officerjason.com

Daily Camera newspaper reporters tore up Officers 

Jason's pictured above when I put up posters of this 

web page on the Pearl Street Mall, which is next to 

the newspaper HQ. Only a man could destroy a 

picture of a cop burnt in gasoline when his cop car 

was rear ended, a women even a women in this 

Orwellian Society would not have torn up the cops 

picture above.

DC Cops ----- will take as much oil money as possible letting other cops burn in gasoline 

like Officer Jason above as long as they can take the money and run to the bank, DC 

Cops live for the money to Hell with the Officer Jason's$$$$$$$$$

Beijing Cops ----- will burn Hu and his Communist Ruling Class in gasoline when they find 

out the electric windmill car has been suppressed since 1980 and Hu and his gang of oil 

genocide nigers let them burn in gasoline since 1980 via the USA government and Texas 

Oil men... Hu will be burnt alive in gasoline... according to Chinese history.

Boulder Colorado USA Cops ----- will keep their jobs doing nothing for cops in Beijing or 

Moscow etc.

Moscow Cops ----- will Kill Putin and his whole family... just like the Czar as they will 

be out for Justice against the Oil Czar and Oil Men Hitler's... Putin will be see as worst 

than the Czar and Hitler, Moscow Cops will have no mercy at all!
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than the Czar and Hitler, Moscow Cops will have no mercy at all!

6 Million Cops will burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money. 

Another Genocide, this one I call the "oil Genocide" because the Electric 

Windmill Car was invented in 1980... 

Take along a gallon of water in your Electric Windmill car and you get Oxygen, 

and Hydrogen from free electrolysis. Take a canister of your free hydrogen 

made with your electric windmill car into your house and you will get free 

electricity and free fuel for your furnace and air conditioning. Xcel will be 

completely out of business - Our Public Service Co. ps Your electric windmill 

car will be climate controlled just like your home so no more "Hot" cars and 

kids dying from being left in a hot car in the summer time... MD's + Presidents 

have known about this spin off invention for the last 20 years and 100 kids a 

year have died in hot cars... Bush is sickening!

Please Help me get my busted teeth fixed... $3k
Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 
phone 303 443 6270 Cell 3035489904   thanks   PS I posted more pictures 
on the Busted Teeth pages...All these Busted Teeth are from bad parts from 
the dentists... really! Please talk to your engineers and reinvent dentistry! 
$$$$$$$$$$
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Please Help me get my busted teeth fixed... $3k
Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 
phone 303 443 6270 Cell 3035489904   thanks   PS I posted more pictures 
on the Busted Teeth pages...All these Busted Teeth are from bad parts from 
the dentists... really! Please talk to your engineers and reinvent dentistry! 
$$$$$$$$$$
End To War on Earth
Kennedy could of used The Electric Windmill Car In 1980.To End War on 
Earth ! Instead he voted to suppress it. For more oil money and wars... This 
is a crime to say the least. Senator Kennedy observed me on hidden 
cameras... Brainstorming for 6 months, then getting the Electric Windmill 
car invention in 1980.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Prosecutors will show vivid pictures of 6 million 

burned and burned to death in gasoline. Nancy 

Grace was a prosecutor in Atlanta Georgia while 

tens of thousands burned and burned to death in 

gasoline in the USA. Ironic going after petty 

criminals while the Texas oil men are mass 

murderers.
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murderers.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

© Copyright 2006
Please send cash or check to 
Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 
Any donation will help me expose the electric windmill car, 
thanks

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

http://home.att.net/~inventor84/ my 2 meg home page
ATT sold their web hosting and I had to cancel first day.
Now I have global host for my web page 200 megs now, wow
http://globalhosting.com/
If you sign up for a web hosting page give global hosting my name
thanks

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

I'm looking for wives, to brainstorm inventions, women who want to find gravity control and a cure 
for cancer and are MD PHd "rock climbers" and the like. 
All is fair in love and war, women will inspire us to get a cure for breast cancer for the 40k women 
who will die in 2006, and another 40k will die in 2007 from breast cancer.
I am home alone not started working on 1,001 inventions or a breast cancer cure. Besides the 
electric windmill car, I have over 100 inventions some are very impressive.. I hoped to impress 
women enough to accept my proposal to join me in a 100 wife commune working 24/7 to get the cure 
for cancer and gravity control - I will have to wait to work on 1,001 invention projects and a cure for 
breast cancer. I am ripe and ready to work 24/7 for 30 days to say the least. 
Observers in our Orwellian society are part of my life, run my life so the decision to work 24/7 is not 
just up to me but who ever runs things in our Orwellian society. Gen. Orwell will not let me work on a 
cure for cancer and gravity control because of the Vietnam War Era. Today it's the Oil Genocide Era 
with the Electric Windmill Car being suppressed since 1980 resulting in 6 million cops and kids 
burning and burning to death in fiery car wrecks. This is a crime against humanity by DC Observers 
and Observers.
Here in Boulder Colorado "Observers" get $$$$ bribes from DC. And our local University got 3 Nobel 
Prizes as bribes to not expose the suppression of the Electric Windmill Car - they will all hang. Those 
in Boulder and those in Sweden. Imagine Court TV and Nancy Grace talking about this Oil 
Genocide... grin!
Names of the stars close to Earth....
Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years
Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3
Alpha Centauri B 4.3
Barnard's Star 5.9 light years
Wolf 359 7.6
Lalande 21185 8.1 light years
Sirius A 8.6 light years
Sirius B 8.6
Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years
Luyten 726-8B 8.9
Ross 154 9.4
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Ross 154 9.4
Ross248 10.3
Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years
Luyten 789-6 10.8
Ross 128 10.8 light years 

Iran launches missiles paid for by Texas Oil Men

Iran nukes are paid for by Texas Oil men
Quid Pro Quo Hubble Space Telescope - Bribes to Ball Aerospace. 1965 Chevy rebuilt in Orbit or buy a new Escalade with all the 
options....A no Brainerd --- Texas Oil men who have burnt kids and cops Search Goggle, for "burned in gasoline"... 140,000 have 
been burned by our Government for more oil money... this is a sick Orwellian Society.
NASA would have several new models of Space Telescopes "Today" if Katie Couric while stll on the Today Show would of 
exposed cops and kids burned in gasoline for more oil money by USA government officials. And if NASA would not have gone 
alone with this Oil Genocide that burns people in gasoline for more oil money.
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Greg's new 2008 Model of a Space Telescope with not depend on Oil 
Money for bribery but will use the Top MIT scientist not the criminals 
at Ball here in Boulder, CO who harass me every time I bike by there 
buildings.
They harass me for inventing the electric windmill car.... no top 
scientists here at Ball Aerospace Boulder, CO.
Greg's new 2008 Model of a Space Telescope Will have 2 sections both 
"life Boats" that can parachute back to earth... 1st will be the 
telescopes. Second will be the living quarters for the Astronauts 
docked in orbit with the telescope section. Telescope section will have 
quarters for crew "lifeboat in a emergency". Both launched one at a 
time on the biggest launch rockets available in 2008 so we will be 
designing a new class of launch rockets too.
No Brainerd if the Texas Oil Men were not in charge burning 140,000 in 
gasoline and not even making the National News with Katie Couric... 
on this top story of the day. When Katie Couric announced the repair 
mission of Hubble she did not mention buying a new model Telescope 
so this news is bias to say the least. Add in those burnt in gasoline 
today who didn't make the news. Imagine!
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3
2 Nov 2006 Oil Genocide by the USA Quid Pro Quo Bribes from the $10 
billion in oil profits every month... not ever 3 months.
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billion in oil profits every month... not ever 3 months.
Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3

Alpha Centauri B 4.3

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years

Wolf 359 7.6

Lalande 21185 8.1 light years

Sirius A 8.6 light years

Sirius B 8.6

Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years

Luyten 726-8B 8.9

Ross 154 9.4

Ross248 10.3

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years

Luyten 789-6 10.8

Ross 128 10.8 light years

Innova Ice Husky Studded Snow Tire

The best value in studded mountain bike tires. The Ice Husky has 268 

carbon steel studs and an aggressive tread for great traction on 

snow and ice. 26x2.1 (56-559). 35-65 PSI. 1270 grams 

Bought my Innova studded tires at Full Cycle

1211 13th Street

Boulder, CO 80302

303-440-7771
info@fullcyclebikes.com                           service@fullcyclebikes.com
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Studded Snow Tires with 269 studds just bought them a week before 

the blizzard at Full Cycle on the Hill picture above is the Pearl Street 

Mall cleaned of snow but icy sidewalks are next door to the Boulder 

Chanber of Commerce and on the cornner of Shell gas station as 

100's of small and large business owners refuse to shovel snow or 
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100's of small and large business owners refuse to shovel snow or 

remove the ice from the sidewalks, cops drive by these businesses 100's 

of time and they are never called in.

© Copyright 2006

© Copyright 2006

Happy Birthday Poem Card was in the windows below. Paula the owner of 
MacDonald’s bookstore was a friend in 1975 and put the card, printed in a wedding 
invitation format in the windows of her bookstore. In the years since 1975 I have 
see and talked to Paula several times, to say the least I impressed her with the 
invention of the electric windmill car in 1980, unfortunately Estes Park is the HQ 
for retired generals and full Bird Cols's who could not care who burned in fiery car 
wreck... the enemy or you and your kids on the highways of the USA. There will be 
a small Oil Genocide Trial in Estes just for the YMCA and retired Generals... Killing 
thousands of the enemy or 3 million in Vietnam left all the retired Generals in Estes 
Park callous like the 12 Roman Caesars... side effect from going into villages in 
Vietnam or Iraq and killing all the women and children because the men are out 
fighting the war. So typical behavior in war... Vietnam should have pictured the 3 
million women and kids killed... now 60k women and kids killed in Iraq and 7 
million in the USA will burn in fiery car wrecks for more oil money to pay for the 
war in Iraq. All this in a 1984 society were no observer cares if they are caught on 
video saying ... "let them burn in gasoline... we need the Texas Oil money...." 
everyone on MSNBC has said this! Clinton and his wife said this every day for 8 
years.... Bush and Bush and both their wives said this every day for 8 years and 
now 7 million cops and kids have been burned and burned to death on the 
highways and roads of the USA so Texas Oil men can keep the money flowing.
Paula is 77 years old now I am 59 years old now looking back to 1975 and Paula, 
yes she was a fox and single.... and a book store geek... we could of ended war on 
Earth if we hooked up in 1975!
wow - the ones who got away... grin!
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Please send cash or check to 
Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 
Any donation will help me expose the electric windmill car, 
thanks

|War on Earth| |Ford WindMill Cars| |Vista No Malaria Cure| |Impeach Bush| |God Darwin Gravity| |Harvards Faust + Oil| |Cheney's Oil 

Genocide| |NASA Women Call Me| |Tolstoy A Confession| |Drew Barrymore| |Putin Spits On Cops !| |UN Cop Killers| |Boss| |Animal Farm 

Windmill| |Vista Breast Cancer| |CBS News| |GPS Drivers License| |Invent Or Die| |Boss mp3| |AirBags On Outside| |Inventors| |9 11 Wind 

Cars| |Killer Lovers| |4.3 Lt. Yrs| |7 Million Cops| |Introduction| |Katrina| |CobraHelicopte| |Space Telescope| |Car Radar| |I B M| |MIT| 

|Seduce Women| |"1984" Mirror| |Poems| |POW Inventor| |Kennedy| |1 Billion MD's| |CU Med School| |Women MD's| |Gas Tanker| |Aliens| 

|Lightning| |Forest Stars| |Lobotomy Gas| |VetsDayOilDay| |Gravity Control| |Statistics| |Quark Particles| |Universe| |Daily Diary| |Vacation 

Diary| |4th Of July| |She Lay Reflecting| |Busted Teeth| |Busted Teeth 1| |Busted Teeth 2| |Resume| |Contact Us| |Site Map| 

|Schwarzenegger Burnt Cops| 

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html> 
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